Introduction
The concept of Normal lattice was introduced by W.H.Cornish [4] as a distributive lattice with 0 in which every prime ideal contains a unique minimal prime ideal. In [2] , we introduced the concept of an ADL R being normal through its principal ideal lattice  .
PI R That is, an ADL R with 0 is a Normal Almost Distributive Lattice if its principal ideal lattice

 
PI R is a normal lattice.
DUAL ANNIHILATORS
In this section, we introduce a dual annihilator and study some of its properties. First we start with the following definition.
Definition :
Let R be an ADL with maximal elements and S be any non-empty subset of R . Define ( ) { S x R s x     | is maximal for all sS  }.
On routine verification, we can prove the following result.
Lemma : For any ,, a b R 
if ab  is a maximal element in R then for any xR  , the elements x a b  and a x b  are also maximal in .
R
In the following theorem, we prove that the set ( ) S  is a filter in R . In the following theorem, we prove some important properties of dual annihilators in an ADL R 1.5. Theorem : Let R be an ADL with maximal element. Then for any ,
(1) : Let ,
ab be any two elements of R . Now, ( )
ab be any two elements of R . 
Proof follows from (7).
DUALLY NORMAL ADLS
In this section we introduce a dually normal and we characterize dually normal ADLs in terms of dual annihilators and in terms of maximal elements.
First we define a dually normal ADL in the following.
Definition : An ADL
R with maximal element is said to be dually normal if for any prime filter
is maximal, for some yF  is a prime filter of R .
In the following theorem, we characterize a dually normal ADL in terms of dual annihilators.\\
Theorem : Let
R be an ADL with maximal elements. Then the following are equivalent. 
